Machine learning algorithms are becoming more and more popular in current era. Data preprocessing especially feature selection is helpful for improving the performance of those algorithms. A new powerful feature selection algorithm is proposed. It combines the advantages of ant colony optimization and brain storm optimization which simulates the behavior of human beings. Six classical datasets and five state-of-art algorithms are used to make a comparison with our algorithm on binary classification problems. The results on accuracy, percent rate, recall rate, and F1 measures show that the developed algorithm is more excellent. Besides, it is no more complex than the compared approaches. key words: ant colony optimization, brain strom optimization, feature selection, evolutionary algorithm, hybrid
Introduction
Feature selection is an important method for preprocessing data and can further improve the performance of machine learning approaches especially in big data era. As it has a significant positive effectiveness for artificial intelligence means and industry applications, many powerful feature selection algorithms are proposed in recent years though the investigation of feature selection has a long history [1] - [3] . The methods based on evolutionary algorithms are widely used in many situations as they don't need the precondition that the optimization functions are differentiable and can be easily deployed [4] - [6] .
Feature selection is a discrete optimization problem and ant colony optimization (ACO) is good at handling that issue [7] . But ACO may stagnate in the local optima and premature convergence which has a negative effect on the performance of feature selection. In order to resolve that problem, we propose a new ACO called ACO-BSO which combines with brain storm optimization (BSO). BSO is a new excellent evolutionary algorithm which simulates the communications of human beings [8] , and it is developing fast since it was proposed [9] , [10] . ACO-BSO adopts the idea of BSO, considers ant as a person and further regards colony of ants for the cluster of persons participating in the meeting. 
ACO and BSO
ACO is a famous evolutionary algorithm which simulates the behavior of ant searching food, and it deposits pheromones on the edges to find a shorter path. The pseudo code of ACO is described in algorithm 1.
ACO initializes its global parameters and information, i.e. pheromone matrix and heuristic information. Each ant in each colony searches a path based on the strength degree of pheromone on the edges and the prior information. Specially, we can use several colonies or only single colony. If we adopt more than one colony, it is very important to develop a sophisticate way to share their information to get a global point. At Last, we need to choose the best path to update the pheromone matrix to add the strength of its edges. For different kinds of modified ACOs, the key components are the way to communicate between colonies and the method to update the pheromone matrix, which affects the convergence rate and the ability to find a better path.
BSO is a young approach which is inspired by the brain storm process. Its concrete flow is given in algorithm 2.
First of all, we need to generate n possible solutions as a group initially. Then it clusters them into m clusters. After that, it selects one or two clusters to produce new solution. In the end, it executes a comparison step to keep a better individual. The step 03 can be implemented by many clustering algorithms, such as k-means, simple grouping method and affinity propagation clustering etc.
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ACO-BSO
In this part, we introduce the new powerful algorithm ACO-BSO which combines the advantages of ACO and BSO. As mentioned above, BSO simulates the process of brain storm of human beings, but it is not fit for the problem of feature selection because it only generates individual composed of continuous values. In ACO-BSO, we regard ant as person and colony as cluster, besides we develop a new sophisticate communication approach between colonies according to the idea of BSO and the way of ACO runs. The detailed description of ACO-BSO is shown in algorithm 3.
First of all, we must set the parameters which our algorithm needs, including the number of colonies, the number of ants in each colony, the pheromone matrices whose number is determined by the number of colonies, heuristic information which is decided by the optimization problem, the evaporation rate, and three predefined constant parameters.
Line 2 to 18 describes how the algorithm runs. It generates a random number and compares it with p g , and chooses a colony based on its ability to search paths if it is smaller or two colonies otherwise. Then it compares a new random number with p a if it uses one colony. It uses the path with the best evaluation value at current iteration if the new number is smaller than p a , or selects another new path randomly. Otherwise, it selects two colonies, aggregates their corresponding pheromone matrices into one matrix, and uses m ants to perform searching procedure. After that, it compares a random number with the predefined parameter p t , and adopts the best path or chooses a new path randomly. When current iteration ends, it needs to use the selected path to update the global best solution by the evaluation value. It employs the best solution to update the pheromone matrices through evaporation rate r. At last, it updates the ability of colonies to improve the probability to select the colony which can generate better paths at step 04.
ACO-BSO chooses features by ants through traveling paths. Nodes represent features, with the edges between them denoting the choice of the next feature. The way to choose optimal feature subset is that an ant traversal through The transition rule is calculated as Eq. (1).
where p u i j denotes the probability of ant u selects feature j after selecting feature i, τ i j denotes the pheromone value of edge (i, j) at current iteration, η i j is the static heuristic information of the "goodness" of edge (i, j), and N u i is the feasible edges for ant u after it selects feature i. α and β are constants to control the relative importance of the pheromone versus the heuristic information.
In ACO-BSO, we develop some sophisticate components to promote its power. For feature selection problems, we set the Fisher discriminant rate of features as the heuristic information here. The Fisher discriminant rate of h th feature is defined as Eq. (2).
whereμ 1h andμ 2h are average of the h th feature in positive and negative classes. σ The ability is a value which reflects the capability of the corresponding colony to generate better paths. We initialize the ability value of each colony as 1/n. The ability values are updated by Eq. (3).
where prob(o) is the ability value of colony o, number(s) is the number of better paths which colony s generates. In step 09, two colonies are selected aggregate their pheromone matrices to generate new matrix. A method called weighted product is used to combine the two matrices as Eq. (4).
where τ 1 i j is the value of edge (i, j) in first pheromone matrix, τ 2 i j is the second value, w 1 and w 2 are the weight values, w 1 + w 2 = 1, and we set w 1 = 0.5 in this paper. At last, we must update the pheromone matrices, and the method is described as Eq. (5).
where tabu t is the best path at t time, Ψ(tabu t ) denotes its fitness value, and Q is a constant value.
Experiments and Discussions
In this section, we make exhaust classification experiments to compare our algorithm with other state-of-art approaches. UCI repository provides many excellent datasets to validate the performance of algorithms, we choose six binary classification datasets from them to evaluate the proposed method, and their characteristics are shown in Table 1 [11].
In order to make a comprehensive comparison, we adopt four measures which are used generally to evaluate algorithms' capability, i.e. accuracy, percent rate, recall rate, and F1. The accuracy indicator is employed as the optimization objective of those algorithms.
For validating the effectiveness of our algorithm, five powerful and excellent methods are selected, i.e. ACO [12] , BSO, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [13] , Catfish Bat Algorithm-Ant Colony Optimization (CBA-ACO) [14] , and PSO-GA [15] . The parameters of BSO, CBA-ACO and PSO-GA are set the same as those in [8] , [14] , [15] . PSO includes two important parameters, and we set them the same values, i.e. c 1 = c 2 = 2. The parameters of ACO-BSO are initialized as follows, number of colonies n = 5, number of ants m = 30 in each colony, evaporation rate r = 0.05, initial pheromone value is 100, three parameters p g = 0.5, p a = 0.6, p t = 0.7, α = 1, β = 1, Q = 0.1. And values of parameters of ACO are the same as ACO-BSO except those unique in ACO-BSO. K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier is used to classify data, K is set to 5, and Euclidean distance is employed here. We use Windows 10, Matlab R2017b, Intel Core i5-7300HQ, and 16GB memory as our experiment environment.
Every algorithm runs 100 times in each dataset and the maximum iteration number is 300. Besides, we use fivefold cross validation for obtaining a steady and confident result. Table 2 to Table 7 give the mean values of four measures on six datasets based on 100 runs.
We analyze the tables from two perspectives, i.e. data perspective and algorithm perspective. We count the quantities of best results on four measures. ACO-BSO provides four best values on accuracy, and CBA-ACO offers the rest two best values. As accuracy is the optimization objective, ACO-BSO is more powerful than other five algorithms in finding better solutions. But on percent rate, ACO-BSO only searches two best paths, CBA-ACO finds three best solutions, and PSO-GA provides one better value. A possible reason is that the accuracy is a global measure which can't evaluate the performance on positive class or negative class separately. And a high percent rate of negative class can also lead to a high accuracy. Furthermore, ACO-BSO offers four best values on recall rate, and BSO and ACO provide one better solution, respectively. At last, we can see that ACO-BSO is better than other five algorithms on F1 measure on four datasets except Prds and Climate where CBA-ACO is better than others. It is clear that ACO-BSO is better than other five state-of-art approaches on accuracy, recall rate and F1 measures.
Then we evaluate the performance of algorithms from algorithm perspective. It can be found that ACO-BSO is more excellent than original ACO and BSO on all four indicators, which demonstrates the effectiveness and superiority of our algorithm. Also, ACO-BSO is better than PSO though PSO is widely adopted in many researches and industry applications. CBA-ACO and PSO-GA perform very well in experiments, and they are better than ACO-BSO in some situations. Combining with above analysis, we can find that hybrid algorithms are generally better than original approaches. It is an obvious conclusion as hybrid algorithms usually take advantages of merits of original approaches. It is important that evaluating the time costs of our algorithm as a high complexity algorithm can't be used in many realworld situations. Table 8 gives average time costs of six algorithms on six datasets.
We can find that ACO-BSO is not more complex than three original approaches (ACO, BSO and PSO), and it may nearly cost one or two more seconds than other means in some situations. It is because that ACO-BSO uses only a colony of ants to perform searching procedure every time and it won't cost much as CBA-ACO and PSO-GA do. It is the same as ACO from the searching process perspective essentially.
Conclusion
Feature selection is a crucial preprocessing and ACO is fit for dealing with it. We propose a new algorithm called ACO-BSO which combines the merits of ACO and BSO to further improve the performance of ACO. From the experiment results, we can make some conclusions. First, it is demonstrated that ACO-BSO is more powerful than ACO and BSO as its values are better than others on accuracy and F1 measures. Hybrid algorithms are usually more excellent than basic approaches as they make use of advantages of original algorithms, and that's the reason why ACO-BSO is better than ACO and BSO. Second, ACO-BSO is based on the idea of BSO and executes searching process as ACO does, so it costs nearly the same time as ACO, BSO and PSO. So we think it is a very important merit that ACO-BSO is better than other hybrid algorithms, and it can be used in many real-world applications. In the future, we will use more high dimensional datasets and real-world cases to evaluate our algorithm.
